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 Borrowing in Southern Great Lakes
 Algonquian and the History of Potawatomi

 David J. Costa

 Myaamia Center at Miami University

 Abstract. This article analyzes patterns of lexical borrowing in the Algon
 quian languages of the Southern Great Lakes region (Miami-Illinois, Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo, Shawnee, and Potawatomi), which have been in contact for centuries.
 Such an investigation not only helps distinguish which features of the lan
 guages are inherited and which are diffused, but also provides considerable
 insight into cultural connections prevailing in the Great Lakes area in the
 precontact and early contact periods. Some languages have borrowed far more
 than others, and others far less. The most extensive borrowing among these
 languages is that by Potawatomi from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, which includes not
 just nouns, but also extends to verbs, numerals, adverbs, pronouns, and even
 morphological elements.

 1. Introduction. Little has been published on borrowing among Algonquian
 languages. Several publications and presentations have noted the extensive
 borrowing that has occurred between Ojibwe and Cree (see, e.g., Goddard 1994b:
 195-98), though no systematic description of this borrowing has yet appeared in
 print. Moreover, it is generally known among specialists that Attikamek and
 Menominee have borrowed from Ojibwe, that Menominee and, especially, Pota
 watomi have borrowed from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, that Penobscot has borrowed
 extensively from Passamaquoddy, and that Maliseet-Passamaquoddy has in
 turn borrowed from Micmac. However, even less has been published about these
 relationships than about the borrowing between Ojibwe and Cree.

 The primary purpose of this article is to describe borrowing among the
 languages of the group with which I have the greatest familiarity, namely, what
 I call here "Southern Great Lakes Algonquian," those Algonquian languages
 spoken at the time of the earliest contact in the southern Great Lakes region of
 Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and southern Michigan. This group includes Miami
 Illinois, Potawatomi, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo (SFK), and, peripherally, Shawnee,
 but not Menominee, Cree, or, most significantly, Ojibwe-Ottawa, even though on
 strictly genetic terms it is clear that Potawatomi's closest relative is Ojibwean
 (see below).1 Southern Great Lakes Algonquian is thus a purely geographical
 grouping, and does not imply that any kind of special genetic relationship unites
 these languages to the exclusion of others.2

 2. Individual Southern Great Lakes languages.

 2.1. Miami-Illinois. Miami-Illinois is the cover term for a language consisting
 of a handful of very similar dialects in the earliest contact period in the southern
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 periphery of the Southern Great Lakes area, i.e., in Illinois, Indiana, and west
 ern Ohio (Trigger 1978:ix, Callender 1978a:673, 1978b:68l). Their immediate
 neighbors were the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo to their northeast, the Shawnee to their
 east, the Winnebago to their northwest, and various Siouan-speaking groups to
 their south and west (Goddard 1999). Genetically, the Miami-Illinois language
 appears to be equally close to both Ojibwean and Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo: it shares
 the most lexicon with Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, but it also has several significant
 morphological and phonological features in common with Ojibwe (Costa 2003:1).
 The groups speaking Miami-Illinois were primarily divided into the Miami pro
 per, in northern Indiana and western Ohio, and Illinois, with the main sub
 groups the Kaskaskia and Peoria, in the central and western parts of that state.
 However, there are good archeological and linguistic reasons to believe that the
 Illinois tribes did not enter that state until the protohistoric period, around the
 late 1500s or early 1600s (Mazrim and Esarey 2007:185). Eventually all mem
 bers of the Illinois tribes were forcibly relocated to eastern Kansas and then to
 northeastern Oklahoma in the mid-nineteenth century, as were about half of all
 the Miamis, while the remaining Miamis stayed behind in their homeland
 around the Wabash River area of northern Indiana. It is not entirely certain
 when the last original speakers of Miami-Illinois passed away, though semi
 speakers of Miami still survived in Indiana as recently as the late 1970s.

 2.2. Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo is a cover term for three very
 similar dialects spoken at the time of earliest contact in the southern half of the
 lower peninsula of Michigan. Their immediate neighbors were the Potawatomi
 to the north, the Miami-Illinois to their southwest, and, further off, the Shawnee
 to their southeast (Trigger 1978:ix; Goddard 1999). The Sauk and Fox dialects
 are extremely similar, with few lexical, phonological, or morphological differ
 ences. Kickapoo is more divergent, and clearly split off first from the other two.
 The Mascouten language was probably a fourth member of this dialect cluster,
 but the tribe was almost wiped out in the early colonial period, the survivors
 merging with the Kickapoo before their language could be documented (see
 Goddard 1978:584-85, 2003b: 165). Fox, also known as Meskwaki, is the best
 documented, and is still spoken in the Meskwaki Settlement near Tama, Iowa.
 Sauk currently has a small handful of elderly semispeakers in central Okla
 homa. Kickapoo has the most speakers of all three, with a few hundred speakers
 in central Oklahoma, Eagle Pass, Texas, and Nacimiento, Coahuila, Mexico.

 2.3. Shawnee. Shawnee was originally spoken in the central Ohio area,
 though in the colonial period speakers of the language were scattered over a
 large area of the eastern United States, including Pennsylvania and the South
 east (Callender 1978c:623). While the Shawnee language is quite distinct within
 Algonquian, its closest relative is the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo language; this is im
 plied by a large amount of shared vocabulary and morphology (e.g., see Goddard
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 1978:586, 2003a:37). Since the mid-nineteenth century, the Shawnee have been
 divided into three recognized tribes living in Oklahoma. The language survives
 today among less than twenty speakers in the central and northeastern parts of
 that state.

 2.4. Potawatomi. The Potawatomi language was spoken at the time of
 earliest contact in the northern half of the lower peninsula of Michigan (see
 Clifton 1978:725; Goddard 1999). The Potawatomi most likely originated as an
 offshoot of the Ojibwe who split off from that tribe somewhere in the Sault
 Sainte Marie area, moving south into the lower peninsula. This move brought
 the Potawatomi into direct contact with members of the Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo,
 and Mascouten tribes, who then became the southern neighbors of the Potawa
 tomi (see Goddard 1978:586). The Dumaw Creek site in Oceana County near the
 coast of Lake Michigan is probably a Potawatomi village from the late pre
 contact period (Clifton 1978:729). In the wake of white settlement, the Potawa
 tomi scattered throughout the midwest, with various bands ending up in Michi
 gan, Wisconsin, eastern Kansas, and Oklahoma. The language survives today
 with a handful of elderly speakers, mostly in northern Wisconsin. From linguis
 tic evidence, it is now accepted that the closest relative of the Potawatomi lan
 guage is Ojibwe (Goddard 1978:585-86; Valentine 1994:100-101; Buszard 2003:
 11-12), with which it shares an extremely similar morphological development
 and most of its core vocabulary. An indication of the closeness of Ojibwe and
 Potawatomi is that if one scores Potawatomi on the diagnostic morphological
 criteria for grouping Ojibwe dialects listed in Rhodes and Todd (1981:57), Pota
 watomi is most similar to Eastern Ojibwe, with which it shares all six criteria
 (allowing for automatic Potawatomi sound changes), as seen in table 1.

 Table 1. Potawatomi Compared with Ojibwe Dialects

 Criterion Eastern Ojibwe Potawatomi

 Second person plural suffix on intransitive verbs -m -m
 First person plural suffix on transitive verbs with -min -man
 inanimate object
 First person plural suffix on verbs with second -min -man
 person subject
 Suffix on verbs meaning 'we do something to you' -nimin, -inmin -anaman
 Separate suffix for obviative plural no no
 Suffix on conjunct verbs meaning 'he does yes yes
 something to us (excl.)' contains m

 Criterion Eastern Qjibwe Potawatomi

 Second person plural suffix on intransitive verbs -m -m
 First person plural suffix on transitive verbs with -min -man
 inanimate object
 First person plural suffix on verbs with second -min -man
 person subject
 Suffix on verbs meaning 'we do something to you' -nimin, -inmin -anaman
 Separate suffix for obviative plural no no
 Suffix on conjunct verbs meaning 'he does yes yes
 something to us (excl.)' contains m

 Among the other Ojibwe dialects listed by Rhodes and Todd (1981:57), Potawa
 tomi is next most similar to Southwestern Qjibwe, with four points of similarity;
 they differ only in the 'we do something to you' endings and the presence of m in
 the Potawatomi conjunct suffix 'he does something to us (excl.)'. Somewhat
 surprisingly, Potawatomi shares only three out of six diagnostic criteria with
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 Ottawa and Central Ojibwe, even though these dialects were geographically
 adjacent to Potawatomi in modern times. Potawatomi also shares three points
 of similarity with Northwestern Ojibwe, but only two points with Saulteaux,
 Severn Ojibwe, and Algonquin. While these results are intriguing, it is unclear
 how much historical significance can be attributed to them, since it is unknown
 whether the dialects of Ojibwe had anything like their modern shape (or loca
 tions) at the time when Potawatomi split off from Ojibwe. Nevertheless, Pota
 watomi's close match to Eastern Ojibwe does serve to demonstrate the close
 affinity of the two languages.3

 3. Borrowing between Miami-Illinois and Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. To begin,
 it is possible to find several words peculiar to Miami-Illinois and Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo that are not reconstructible to Proto-Algonquian. The words in table 2
 were probably borrowed from Miami-Illinois into Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo.

 The Kickapoo word for 'fox', paapakamooha, is shown to be a loan from
 Miami-Illinois, and not the reverse, by several facts. First, it is different from
 the Fox and Sauk word for the animal, wa-kose-ha, which is clearly the older
 word given that it has cognates across Algonquian (cf. Ojibwe waagos, Unami
 5-k-was). Second, since Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo does not allow nasal-plus-obstruent
 clusters, it is easier to explain Miami-Illinois nk being borrowed by Kickapoo as
 k than it is to explain why Kickapoo k would be borrowed by Miami-Illinois as
 nk. And third, the Miami-Illinois word has an etymology within that language
 while the Kickapoo word is isolated: paapankamowa is clearly an agentive noun
 from the Illinois animate intransitive verb paapankamwi-, as seen in Gravier's
 Illinois participle paapankamwita 'he who laughs loud, always jokes around,
 coughs in order to call secretly'.4

 Kickapoo and Miami-Illinois also share a word for 'fawn', Miami-Illinois
 apeehsia (older Illinois apeehsiiwa) and Kickapoo apeeOiiha.5 This word has the
 look of yet another Miami-Illinois loan into Kickapoo, since the word is not found
 in Fox or Sauk, though it is present in the oldest records of Illinois.

 In other cases, arguments for the direction of borrowing are more subtle,
 and require appeal to phonological evidence. For example, the Fox word for 'lead
 (the metal)', asenipi, is probably borrowed from Illinois ahsenipi. If the etymolo
 gy of this word is 'stone' plus -epy- 'liquid' (referring to the ease of melting lead),
 then from similarly derived forms, one would expect Fox *asenepi (Ives Goddard
 p.c. 2010). However, the third-syllable i in the Miami-Illinois form is easily ex
 plained as due to the reduction of e to i in odd-numbered syllables characteristic
 of Miami-Illinois. Thus, the third-syllable i in the Fox form probably means that
 the word was borrowed from Miami-Illinois. Geographically, it makes sense that
 the borrowing of this word should be in this direction, since in earliest contact
 times lead was mined on the upper Mississippi, in a region that was consider
 ably closer to Illinois territory than to where the Fox were then living in Wiscon
 sin. Thus, it is likely that the Fox acquired lead in trade from Miami-Illinois
 speakers.
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 Table 2. Miami-Illinois Loans into Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo

 M-I gloss Miami-Illinois Fox Kickapoo

 'fox'(animal) paapankamwa* (older (wa-kose-ha) paapakamoohab
 paapankamowa)

 'tree, stick' ahtawaani° ahtawa-ni 'chief's —
 staff' (Gd)

 'it smokes' aahkoleewid a-hkone-wa eehkoneewae
 'Indian tobacco'

 'lead' (metal) ahsenipi' asenipi (Gd) —
 'horse' neekatokasiiwa — F ne-kato- kase ha, neekotikaseehah

 neekatokasia" ne-kato-skase ■ ha,
 Sk ne-kato-skasa-ha

 'fawn' apeehsiiwa ~ apeehsia1 (ke takene ha) apeeffiiha'
 'puppy' alemontehsak anemohtesa 'ceremonial —

 word for "dog" (Gd)
 'be cold' iL ripaciwa (AI), nepaciwa 'he is cold' ((w)iisàacia 'he is

 ripanwi (II)' cold, feels cold')

 * Gr (papangam8a), Gt (pâpangamwa), Me (pàpAngÀmwan).
 b Not found in Voorhis (1988), but attested by Jones (1915:116) as (päpägamöha). Hockett
 (1938a) gives (pa pakamohihkwe a) in an untranslated text, probably phonemic
 *paapakamoohihkweea and meaning 'fox's wife' or 'fox woman'.
 0 Gr/LB/P (atta8ane), Gt (täwani), Mc (tawä'ni).
 d Gr/LB/P (ac8re8i), V (axkoleoué).
 e From Michelson (1928) (fieldnotes from Joe Murdock), written (ä"kunäwa) 'tobacco'.
 Michelson notes of this word "ä not â-," apparently indicating that he expected it to have
 word-initial aa on the basis of the Fox form.

 ' Gr (assenibi), LB (assenipi).
 g Gr (negat8cachi8a), LB (negatt8cachia).
 h Appears in Hockett's notes and Jones (1915); Voorhis (1988) gives (nee)kotikasea.
 ' Gr/P/LB (apessia), LB (apessi8are) (obviative), WP (pahfeu), D (apä'ssia).
 1 Voorhis (1988) ambiguously glosses this as 'a kind of deer', but Tee Beleele (1988:35)
 confirm it as 'fawn'.

 k Gr/LB/P (arem8ntessa), Gt <lémundâ"hsa), D (lämondä'sa). This is the only diminutive
 for alemwa found in the modem sources, but in old Illinois an alternate diminutive
 aremoonsa (Gr/LB/P (arem8nsa)) is also found; alemontehsa also appears in the modem
 Miami-Illinois records as the name for 'butterfly weed' (Asclepias tuberosà). Cf. also
 Unami ntalamüntat 'my puppy' (Gd).
 1 Gr (ripatchi8a), LB ([repa]tchi8o), Gr/LB/P (ripan8i), P/H (lipa nwi). The inanimate
 intransitive of this verb is nipanwi ~ neepanki 'it is cold weather' for most modem
 Miami-Illinois speakers (V (nipâhanoué), Tr (nepäunwee), (nääpungk), Gt (nipanwi),
 (nä'pangi), D (nipànwï), Mi/H (népaqgi)). Illinois animate intransitive ripaciwa has not
 been found in the modem language.

 The relation between the Miami-Illinois and Fox words for 'horse' is even

 more complex. Fox has several attested forms, the most common being
 ne-kato-kase-ha and ne-kato-skase-ha, though ne-kato-skasa-ha (also the Sauk
 form) is also occasionally seen.6 The original second-syllable a seen in these
 forms has no phonological explanation within Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo (it "should" be
 o), though it is easily explained as borrowed from Illinois neekatokasiiwa —

 M-I GLOSS  Miami-Illinois  FOX  Kickapoo

 'fox' (animal) paapankamwa' (older
 paapankamowa)

 (wa-kose-ha)  paapakamoohab

 'tree, stick'  ahtawaani°  ahtawa-ni 'chief's

 staff' (Gd)
 'it smokes'  aahkoleewid  a-hkone-wa

 'Indian tobacco'
 eehkoneewa"

 'lead' (metal)  ahsenipi'  asenipi (Gd)  —

 'horse'  neekatokasiiwa —

 neekatokasia*
 F ne-kato-kase-ha,
 ne-kato-skase-ha,
 SKne-kato-skasa-ha

 neekotikaseehah

 'fawn'  apeehsiiwa ~ apeehsia1  (ke-takene-ha)  apeediiha'
 'puppy'  alemontehsak  anemohtesa 'ceremonial

 word for "dog" (Gd)

 —

 'be cold'  II ripaciwa (AI),
 ripanwi (II)'

 nepaciwa 'he is cold'  ((w)iisaacia 'he is
 cold, feels cold')
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 neekatokasia, originally 'single-clawed one'. The form neekatokasiiwa is
 expected for Miami-Illinois, where the reduction of second-syllable o to a in
 changed verbs derived from ninkoti 'one' is regular (cf. modern Miami-Illinois
 neenkatohsiaanki 'we (excl.) walk single file' and neenkatwikaneeki 'it is one
 legged'). The sole Fox form with second-syllable o, ne-koto-skase-ha, is never
 found in texts and probably represents a later adaptation to the normal morpho
 phonemic patterns of that language (Ives Goddard p.c. 2010).

 However, while the Fox and Sauk forms match the old Illinois word for
 'horse', they are not as good a match for the form in modern Miami-Peoria;
 there, neekatikasa, with i in the third syllable, is consistently seen in all dialects
 from the late eighteenth century onwards.7 In fact, the modern Miami-Peoria
 form is a better match for Kickapoo neekotikaseeha, which also shows third
 syllable i. Again, borrowing between Miami-Peoria and Kickapoo seems to be
 indicated, though it is less clear in this case which direction the borrowing went.
 Probably this word was borrowed in the early postcontact period when the
 Kickapoo and Miami were living near each other in northern Indiana.

 Significantly, a common Ojibwe etymon for 'horse', with variants such as
 bezigoogazii, bebezigoogazii, and bebezigooganzii (see Valentine 1994:750), also
 means 'single-clawed one', though with an Ojibwean initial for 'one'.8 It is possi
 ble that the Ojibwe form was calqued by the Southern Great Lakes languages,
 but if Miami-Illinois speakers obtained horses earlier than Ojibwe speakers
 (perhaps via tribes to their south or the Spanish), the Ojibwe and Miami-Illinois
 forms are probably independent, parallel developments.

 Fox and Sauk nepaciwa 'he is cold' is also probably a loan from Miami
 Illinois, as Ives Goddard (p.c. 2011) has suggested to me, since in the Fox-Sauk
 word, the combination nep- plus -aci 'by cold' has been reanalyzed as a single
 unit.9 Moreover, unlike Miami-Illinois, Fox-Sauk has no corresponding inani
 mate intransitive verb with the same initial (cf. Fox kesi-ya-wi 'it's (very) cold
 (weather)'). In Illinois, one finds both the animate intransitive ripaciwa 'he is
 cold, chilly' and the corresponding inanimate intransitive ripanwi 'it is cold
 weather'. In further support of this being a loan to Fox-Sauk is the fact that
 the word nepaciwa is apparently absent from Kickapoo, which instead has
 (w)iisäacia 'he is cold, feels cold'.

 Some of the words borrowed from Miami-Illinois into Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 denote items of considerable cultural importance; one such example is Fox
 ahtawa-ni 'chief's staff'. This word was borrowed from Miami-Illinois
 ahtawaani 'tree, wood, stick', as is shown by the fact that the Miami-Illinois
 word has numerous derived forms (e.g., ahtawaanaahkiwi 'it is wooded land',
 ahtawaanhsalwi 'pointed wooden arrow', and ahtawaaniinkwiaakani 'wooden
 false-face mask'), while the Fox form is again isolated within that language.

 Another loan of considerable cultural significance, Fox a-hkone-wa and
 Kickapoo eehkoneewa 'Indian tobacco', can be shown to be borrowed from
 Miami-Illinois aahkoleewi 'it smokes, gives off smoke' by the fact that the Fox
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 and Kickapoo forms are isolated within Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, while the Miami
 Illinois verb has derivationally related forms such as the corresponding animate
 intransitive aahkoleesiwa 'he gives off smoke' (from LB (ac8ressi8o) 'il se fume').
 A further culturally important loan into Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo is the Miami

 Illinois word for 'puppy', alemontehsa, which appears to have been borrowed
 into Fox as anemohtesa, an archaic ceremonial word for 'dog'. Miami-Illinois
 alemontehsa is the normal diminutive of alemwa 'dog'. That the word for 'puppy'
 went from Miami-Illinois to Fox, and not vice versa, is proven by the fact that it
 has a diminutive ending seen in several other Miami-Illinois words,10 while its
 ending is irregular and unique in Fox. Moreover, it is much easier to see how the
 Miami-Illinois word for 'little dog, puppy' could be borrowed as a ceremonial
 word for 'dog' in Fox than it would be to explain why a Fox word with such a
 specialized meaning would be borrowed as the normal Miami-Illinois word
 meaning 'puppy'.
 Together, these last three items show that the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo were not

 merely borrowing words for trade items or random vocabulary from Miami
 Illinois speakers, but were borrowing cultural terminology at a level reflecting
 what must have been extensive, intimate contact.
 Interestingly, there are very few instances where borrowing from Sauk-Fox

 Kickapoo into Miami-Illinois is indicated, both of them evidently rather recent.
 Table 3 shows the two most promising examples I have found.

 Table 3. Miami-Illinois Loans from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo

 Miami-Illinois gloss  Miami-Illinois  SFK FORMS

 'Delaware Indian'  waapanahkia,  wa-panahki-ha 'Delaware'b
 waapanahkiihaB

 'people in Mishingomesia's wii(h)sahkiihakic  wi-sahhe-ha 'name of the

 band'  culture hero'

 Miami-Illinois gloss Miami-Illinois SFK forms

 'Delaware Indian' waapanahkia, wa-panahki-ha 'Delaware'b
 waapanahkiihaa

 'people in Mishingomesia's wii(h)sahkiihakic wi-sahhe-ha 'name of the
 band' culture hero'

 " For waapanahkia, note Tr (waubenäühkeeau), Gt (wapandxkia), and D (wapanakia);
 for waapanahkiiha, note Gt (wapana'ki'ha), D (wâpanéqkïha), and Mc pi.
 (wâpAna'kî'a'k1*).
 b The form wa-panahki-ha is also attested in Fox as an unglossed tribe name obtained by
 Truman Michelson (Ives Goddard p.c. 2012).
 c From (wïssâkïhâkï) (Dunn 1919:81) and (wïssâkehâkï) (Dunn n.d. b). The phonemici
 zation of this word is uncertain; (e) in Dunn's transcriptions of Miami-Illinois usually
 indicates phonemic i(i).

 The Miami-Illinois word for 'Delaware Indian' appears in two forms: waapa
 nahkia and waapanahkiiha. The form waapanahkia (with word-final -ia from
 older *i-wa; cf. Menominee wa-panahki-w 'Stockbridge Mahican') is histori
 cally what would be expected for modern Miami-Illinois. However, the equally
 common alternate with the ending -iiha is quite unexpected, and can only be
 explained as borrowed from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, since the very common Sauk
 Fox-Kickapoo diminutive noun ending -h is otherwise unknown in Miami
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 202 Anthropological Linguistics 55 no. 3

 Illinois. Very likely Miami-Illinois waapanahkia is original, with waapa
 nahkiiha borrowed from Kickapoo (or maybe Mascouten) when speakers of
 Miami-Illinois, Kickapoo, and Delaware were all living near each other in
 northern Indiana.

 The second form in the table above is more complicated. Dunn gives this
 plural noun, wii(h)sahkiihaki, with the meaning 'people in Mishingomesia's
 band, on the upper Mississinewa, near Jalapa'. The Mishingomesia band is a
 Miami group whose descendants live in northern Indiana to this day. The name
 wii(h)sahkiihaki, which also shows the anomalous ending -Vha, has no dis
 cernible etymology within Miami-Illinois, though it appears to be borrowed from
 wiidahkeeha, the Kickapoo name of the culture hero.11 This form was most likely
 borrowed in the early nineteenth century when Miami and Kickapoo speakers
 lived next to each other in northern Indiana.

 4. Borrowing involving Kickapoo. There are other borrowings centered on
 Kickapoo that deserve to be discussed here. The first of these involves some of
 the Kickapoo names for different types of white people they encountered. The
 first of these is the Kickapoo word for 'white American, white man', seen in (1).

 (1) older Kickapoo mesi-maanida 'American', modern Kickapoo maanida 'white
 American, white person'
 cf. Fox and Sauk mo-hkoma-na 'white man, white American'

 The Kickapoo word for 'white American' is not the same etymon seen in Fox and
 Sauk. Kickapoo has a form maanida, or, as attested by Trowbridge in the early
 l800s, mesi-maanida,12 while Sauk and Fox share a form mo-hkoma-na 'white
 American', presumably borrowed from Ojibwe gici-mookomaan 'big knife, white
 person'.13 The origin of Kickapoo (mesi-)maanida is more problematic; it does
 not contain the native Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo word for 'knife' (i.e., Kickapoo
 maatedi and Fox ma-tesi).H However, it does resemble the word for 'white
 American, white man' found in Miami-Illinois and older Shawnee, both terms
 transparently meaning 'big knife'.

 Table 4. 'Big Knife' Terms for 'White American'

 Gloss Kickapoo Miami-Illinois Old Shawnee

 'white American' (mesi-)maani9a mihsi-maalhsa mhsi-maanhOi"
 'knife' maateOi maal(i)hsi maanehdi

 Gloss Kickapoo Miami-Illinois Old Shawnee

 'white American' (mesi-)maani6a mihsi-maalhsa mhsi-maanhOi"
 'knife' maateOi maal(i)hsi maanehdi

 * Not found in Voegelin's Shawnee materials, but attested in Ridout's 1788 vocabulary
 (Edgar 1891:377) as (shemanthee) 'Virginian', in the early nineteenth-century materials
 of Trowbridge (1939:68) as (m'simaunthëë) 'American', by Thomas Alford (1936:321) as
 (msi mrnfi), and in Gatschet's (1878) fieldnotes as (psimân'thî).

 Very likely Kickapoo (mesi-)maaniOa was borrowed from either Miami or
 Shawnee: the n in the Shawnee form (the expected reflex of PA *nd in that
 language) matches the Kickapoo n, while one would also expect the I in the
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 Miami form to appear in Kickapoo as n (since Kickapoo lacks an I phoneme). On
 the one hand, the second-syllable i in the Kickapoo form phonologically matches
 the Miami15 but not the Shawnee form, and might argue that Kickapoo got the
 word from Miami. On the other hand, the Shawnee were further east than either
 the Kickapoo or the Miami, and so probably acquired the 'big knife' term (and
 encountered white Americans) before either of the other tribes.
 The other borrowing centered on Kickapoo involves the Shawnee word for

 'white man', namely, (meh)tekohsiya, given in (2).

 (2) older Shawnee mehtekohsiya, modern tekohsiya 'Englishman, white person'16
 cf. Kickapoo (w)eemehtekoosiiha,1'1 Fox/Sauk me-mehteko-si-ha ~ we-mehteko-si-ha,
 all meaning 'Frenchman'

 Shawnee (meh)tekohsiya means 'white person' (originally 'Englishman') in that
 language, though in all other Algonquian languages its cognates mean 'French
 man'.18 These terms all ultimately derive from PA *me?teko-si 'dugout canoe'.19
 However, as first shown by Goddard (2003b:l83), Shawnee (meh)tekohsiya is in
 fact borrowed from some Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo dialect (probably Kickapoo). This is
 shown by its preglottalized hs where plain *s would be expected, since all inter
 vocalic sibilants are in fact pronounced with phonetic (noncontrastive) preas
 piration in Sauk, Fox, and older Kickapoo.20
 However, such borrowing can also go the other direction. One Kickapoo word

 which is almost certainly borrowed from Shawnee is the word for 'alligator',
 seen in (3).

 (3) Kickapoo maskeehteekwa 'alligator'; cf. Shawnee mskehteekwa
 cf. Fox ko-hko-teni-ha (Gd), Sauk ko-ko-teni-ha, Potawatomi gokodni, Unami skéhte
 'alligator' (Gd)21

 The Kickapoo word for 'alligator' is not the same as the French loanword found
 in Fox, Sauk, and Potawatomi, though the Kickapoo form does match Shawnee
 mskehteekwa. This indicates borrowing from Shawnee after the split up of Sauk
 Fox-Kickapoo into its constituent dialects. That the direction of the borrowing
 was from Shawnee into Kickapoo, and not the reverse, is indicated not only by
 the unrelated French loanword shared by Sauk and Fox, but also by the fact that
 the Shawnee very likely encountered alligators before the Kickapoo did, due to
 the Shawnees' wider distribution and more southerly location. As a side note,
 Unami Delaware seems also to have borrowed the Shawnee word for 'alligator',
 as seen in its form skéhte (Ives Goddard p.c. 2010).22

 5. Southern Great Lakes borrowing involving Delaware. While Unami
 'alligator' is borrowed from Shawnee, it is more common to find cases where the
 Southern Great Lakes Algonquian languages have borrowed from Delaware. For
 example, the Shawnee word for 'house cat' is borrowed from Delaware, probably
 Unami, as is indicated by the data in (4).
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 (4) ShawneepoosiiOa 'house cat'; cf. Unamipö-s-i-s, Munseepö-si-s23
 for other 'house cat' terms, cf. Kickapoo pesia, Fox and Sauk ka-so-ha, Potawatomi
 gazo, Ojibwegaazagens, and Miami-Illinois pinsiwa

 Likewise, the Shawnee word for 'pig' is very likely borrowed from the Munsee
 word for that animal, as is seen in (5); the Munsee word is, in turn, borrowed
 from Dutch (Goddard 1974:155).

 (5) Shawnee kosko 'pig'; cf. Munsee ko-sko-s
 note also Fox and Sauk ko-hko-sa, Miami-Illinois koohkoosa and Ojibwegookoos24

 Similarly, the Shawnee word for 'goat, sheep' is taken from the Unami word for
 'sheep', given in (6), which in turn probably came from a Dutch imitative sylla
 ble for the animal (Goddard 1974:158).

 (6) Shawnee meekiida 'goat, sheep'; cf. Unami méki-s 'sheep'
 note also Fox me-mehta-nesa, Sauk ma-neta-nesa, and Ojibwe maanistaanis —
 maanitaanis

 And finally, the Miami name for General Anthony Wayne, who led the assault
 against a combined army of Great Lakes tribes at the Battle of Fallen Timbers
 in 1794, appears to be borrowed from Delaware, probably Munsee, as seen in (7).

 (7) Miami kiihkaya 'Anthony Wayne' and locative kiihkayonki 'Fort Wayne'; cf. Munsee
 kihkay 'chief, ruler, leader' and Unami khik-ay 'elder, old woman'

 Miami kiihkaya, which has no discernible etymology within that language,
 appears to be borrowed from Munsee kihkay 'chief, ruler', which itself probably
 arose as a Delaware nickname for General Wayne. However, this Miami noun is
 seen much more often in the locative, as the Miami name for Fort Wayne,
 Indiana, kiihkayonki25—literally, 'General Wayne's place'. This word was no
 doubt borrowed when Delaware speakers were living near the Miami in north
 ern Indiana in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.

 6. Potawatomi loans from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. When one examines the
 broader patterns of lexical borrowing in Southern Great Lakes languages, the
 most striking grouping is that uniting Miami-Illinois, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, and
 Potawatomi (and sometimes Shawnee). For example, several animal names
 appear in Miami-Illinois, Potawatomi, and Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, but not Ojibwe
 or Menominee. Some of these represent names for animals that were absent or
 rare in the more northerly Ojibwe homeland, but with which the Potawatomis
 would have become more familiar after they moved to southern Michigan or onto
 the prairies. Thus, the words in table 5 very likely represent borrowings from
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo into Potawatomi.
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 Table 5. Southern Great Lakes Animal Names
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 In fact, by far the largest group of loanwords among the Southern Great
 Lakes languages consists of words borrowed by Potawatomi from Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo. There are three broad categories of Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loans in Pota
 watomi. First are the large number of Potawatomi words revealed as being loans
 by the absence of cognates in Ojibwe. Tables 6-8 list examples of Potawatomi
 words in this category: nouns and adverbs in table 6, table 7, and borrowed
 numerals in table 8.

 Rather than attempting to justify every word in tables 5-8 as a loan from
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo to Potawatomi, I limit discussion below to some of the more
 revealing examples.

 In table 5, 'pronghorn antelope' is one of the better examples of an animal
 that was very likely absent from the traditional Ojibwe-Ottawa homelands, but
 with which Miami-Illinois, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, and Shawnee speakers would
 have been more familiar, if not in their homelands, then in their annual hunting
 grounds. This word literally means 'white rump' and was almost certainly
 borrowed from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo into Potawatomi. The two attested variants
 of this word in Potawatomi even match its two attested variants in Sauk.

 In table 6, it can be seen that the Potawatomi form for 'culture hero'
 matches that in Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, which is itself a hypocoristic diminutive of
 the Proto-Algonquian form. This Proto-Algonquian etymon has been lost in
 Ojibwe and replaced with an unrelated term, nenabozo,x further confirming
 that the Potawatomi form is a loanword.

 'Deer' in table 6 is more problematic. Potawatomi saksi resembles the Sauk
 Fox-Kickapoo and Shawnee etymon, which is not found anywhere else. By the
 normal patterns of borrowing between Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo and Potawatomi, if
 the Potawatomi form were a loan, one might expect it to be something like
 *bsaksdw rather than actual saksi. The initial fortis s as well as the first-syllable
 a show that an earlier initial syllable has been deleted from the Potawatomi
 form at some point, though by the earliest records this noun already begins with
 s (cf. Gailland's [n.d.] (sûkisï')). Presumably the s where s would be expected is
 the result of some kind of sibilant harmony.

 The Potawatomi form for 'horse' in table 6, negduosa, is highly reminiscent
 of the forms literally meaning 'single-claw' seen in Miami-Illinois and Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo. In the mid-nineteenth century, however, the missionary Gailland
 recorded an older form negadoskasa, pre-dating Potawatomi vowel syncope.27
 After applying vowel syncope to this form, one would get *negdosksa; evidently,
 Potawatomi simplified the sks cluster of this word to simple fortis s (phonetic
 [s • ]), giving the modern attested form negdosa. This cannot be a native Pota
 watomi word, since the actual final for 'nail, claw' in Potawatomi is -agaza-, not
 -askasa- (e.g., note Potawatomi gagingazat 'he has long nails, long claws'). Very
 likely, old Potawatomi negadoskasa is borrowed from the Sauk or Fox variant
 ne-kato- skasa • ha (itself ultimately an old Illinois loan).
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 Table 6. Nouns and Adverbs Borrowed by Potawatomi from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
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 Table 7. Verbs Borrowed by Potawatomi from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
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 Table 8. Numerals Borrowed by Potawatomi from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
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 212 Anthropological Linguistics 55 no. 3

 On the other hand, Bourassa (1843) gives a different nineteenth-century Pota
 watomi dialect variant, negdogaza,28 which is either native or a borrowing of the
 Fox variant (ne-)kato-kasa-ha. By the time of Gatschet's (1878) fieldwork, Pota
 watomi 'horse' is already (negtösha), the modern form seen everywhere there
 after. These developments are summarized in (8).

 (8) older Potawatomi negadoskasa 'horse' > later *negdosksa, modern negdosa,
 < Fox/Sauk ne-kato-skasa-ha (< Illinois neekatokasiiwa); also, older Potawatomi
 alternate negdogaza, < Fox ne-kato-kasa■ ha (or native)

 The Potawatomi form for 'leaf' in table 6 is revealed as being a Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo loan by the fact that, besides not matching the Ojibwean etymon for
 this word, it resembles only the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo forms, for which it is a per
 fect match.

 Likewise, the Potawatomi word for 'mink' in table 6, (w)napskwe, is obvious
 ly taken from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo onepiskwe-ha, a neologism of unknown origin
 found in no other Algonquian languages.

 The Potawatomi form for 'otter' in table 6 is shared with one found in Sauk

 Fox-Kickapoo and Shawnee, which itself was probably coined at the Proto-Sauk
 Fox-Kickapoo-Shawnee level. It does not match the Proto-Algonquian etymon
 seen in Ojibwe and Cree,29 nor the unrelated neologism seen in Miami-Illinois.

 The Potawatomi vocative for 'son' in table 6, ngwi, must be a borrowing
 because it shares a reflex of a long vowel i- with the irregular Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo vocative nekwi-hi — nekwi-he, while every other language shows only
 reflexes of short *i.

 Several Potawatomi numerals are revealed to be loans from Sauk-Fox

 Kickapoo by the absence of Ojibwe cognates (see table 8). The Potawatomi form
 for 'one' matches the most common Proto-Algonquian word for this numeral;
 still, this word is not found as an independent numeral in Ojibwe, indicating
 that it is probably a loan in Potawatomi. Potawatomi 'seven' is more unequi
 vocally a loan, as it perfectly matches the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo form (including
 the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo deletion of its final syllable -ni; see Rhodes and Costa
 2003:197-98), and is not found as a word for 'seven' in any other Southern Great
 Lakes language or Ojibwe. For 'nine', the most common Potawatomi form is zak,
 which matches what would be expected based on Ojibwe zaang, but the dialectal
 alternate zaga, with its final schwa, can only be a borrowing from Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo sa-ka. As seen in table 9, the Potawatomi forms for 'twenty', 'thirty',
 and 'forty' similarly diverge from Ojibwe by their final -abdak, borrowed from
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo -a-pitaki. However, what is more unusual is that the higher
 multiples of ten ('fifty' and above) in Potawatomi are not borrowed, and retain
 the older, inherited Ojibwean ending, -omdanna.30

 The second category of Potawatomi loanwords, exemplified in table 10,
 consists of words that have cognates in Ojibwe, whose phonological shape
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 2013 David J. Costa 213

 nonetheless reveals them as Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loans rather than words
 inherited from Proto-Ojibwean.

 Table 9. Multiples of Ten in Potawatomi, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, and Ojibwe

 Gloss  SAUK-FOX-KlCKAPOO  POTAWATOMI  Ojibwe

 'twenty'  ni-sw a-pitaki  nizwabdak  niistana

 'thirty'  nesw a-pitaki  nswabdak  nisimidana

 'forty'  nye-wa-pitaki  nyewabdak  niimidana

 'fifty'  nyaananwaapitakia  nyannomdanna  naanimidana

 'sixty'  nekotwa • sika-pitaki  ngodwadsomdanna  ningodwaasimidana
 'seventy'  no-hika-pitaki  no?ek-dsomdanna  niizwaasimidana

 'eighty'  neswa • sika-pitaki  swadsomdanna  niswaasimidana

 'ninety'  sa-ka-pitaki  zak-dsomdanna  zaangasimidana

 Gloss  Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo  Potawatomi  Ojibwe

 'twenty'  ni-sw a-pitaki  nizwabdak  niistana

 'thirty'  neswa-pitaki  nswabdak  nisimidana

 'forty'  nye-wa-pitaki  nyewabdak  niimidana

 'fifty'  nyaànanwaàpitakia  nyannomdanna  naanimidana

 'sixty'  nekotwa • sika-pitaki  ngodwadsomdanna  ningodwaasimidana
 'seventy'  no-hika-pitaki  no?ek-dsomdanna  niizwaasimidana

 'eighty'  neswa • sika-pitaki  swadsomdanna  niswaasimidana

 'ninety'  sa-ka-pitaki  zak-dsomdanna  zaangasimidana

 a Fox and Sauk also have sekihkanawe for 'fifty'.

 For example, Potawatomi 'ant' is shown to be a loan by the fact that it has
 the unusual diminutive ending -ano(s) shared by Sauk and Fox, but not by any
 other sister language (including Kickapoo).

 Potawatomi 'chest' is proven to be a Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loan not only by the
 absence of the final -igan 'bone' that appears with the noun in Ojibwe, but also
 by the unusual fact that it even retains the word-final Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo -i, as
 -a; were this noun inherited directly from Proto-Algonquian, the word-final i
 would have been deleted at the Proto-Ojibwe-Potawatomi level.

 'Game animal' is one of the best examples of a Potawatomi word proven to
 be a loan by its sound correspondences. Potawatomi mijbe is borrowed from
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo mi-cipe-ha (with the same meaning), which is itself the
 animate equivalent of Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo mi-cipe-hi 'game food'. Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo mi-cipe-hi is, in turn, the regular (diminutive) cognate of Potawatomi
 mijam and Ojibwe miijim, both meaning 'food'. Reconstructing this term as
 Proto-Algonquian *mi-ciHmi, it can be seen that the Potawatomi 'game animal'
 term has the b for *Hm, the reflex expected for Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, while Pota
 watomi mijam has the reflex m that one would expect of an inherited form. In
 other words, Potawatomi mijam and mijbe are, respectively, native and bor
 rowed reflexes of the same Algonquian word. The evidence is summarized in (9).

 (9) Potawatomi mijbe 'game animal' < Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo mi-cipe-ha;
 but Potawatomi mijam 'food', SFK mi-cipe-hi 'game food' and Ojibwe miijim 'food'
 all directly < PA *mi-ciHmi

 Likewise, for 'crawfish', Potawatomi saki is an exact match for SFK
 asa-hki-wa, with fortis k and final i, but much less of a close match for the
 Ojibwe form asaagesiinh, with its lenis g and diminutive and pejorative ending
 -esiinh. Similarly, the Potawatomi stem for 'choke', no?go~, is clearly borrowed
 from SFK anohoko-, which is itself a reshaping of the original PA stem *adaho~,
 the form reflected in the rest of Algonquian.
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 Table 10. Potawatomi Loans Revealed by Phonological Shape
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 The Potawatomi form of 'mule' in table 10, mamakse, is shown to be a Fox
 loan by the long a - in its first syllable; the other languages with cognates of this
 word in the table (Sauk and Ojibwe) show e• in the first syllable. Moreover, there
 even exists a Potawatomi alternate memakse, which could either be a loan from
 Sauk, or borrowed from Ojibwe memaangise. Though, of course, these terms are
 presumably acculturation items, and their ultimate etymologies are unknown.
 Like 'chest', Potawatomi 'nape', -tapa, also preserves -a as the reflex of

 the word-final *i of its Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo cognate, which would be deleted if
 the word were directly inherited. Even more compelling, though, is the fact that
 the Potawatomi form shows fortis p for the Proto-Algonquian *mp (< PA
 *-hta-mpy~), an irregularity shared with Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. If this Potawa
 tomi stem were directly inherited from Proto-Algonquian, one would expect it to
 appear as '-tab-, since Potawatomi b is the regular reflex of Proto-Algonquian
 *mp. Thus, the Potawatomi form seems to have acquired this irregularity from
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, which also unexpectedly has *hp for PA *mp in this form.
 For 'rain', Potawatomi has two forms, gmaya and gmawan. The latter is

 presumably native, as it matches Ojibwe gimiwan, but gmaya must be a loan
 from Fox or Sauk, as it is found nowhere else.
 Evidence of how deep the borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo to Potawatomi

 went is the fact that the first person plural inclusive and exclusive independent
 pronouns of Potawatomi are also borrowed from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, as seen in
 the last lines of table 10. These Potawatomi pronouns only match those in Sauk
 Fox-Kickapoo, and not those in Ojibwe-Ottawa or any of Potawatomi's other
 neighbor languages.
 Finally, a third category of loans in Potawatomi are words that phonol

 ogically could be either inherited Ojibwean words or loans from Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo, yet are revealed to be loans by glosses that match Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 but not Ojibwe, as shown in table 11. Perhaps the best example of such a word is
 the verb 'recover'. Even though Potawatomi nese 'he is cured, gets well' has
 exactly the phonological form that would be expected were it an inherited form
 (from PA *re-hre-wa 'he breathes'), it is shown to be a Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loan
 by the fact that it has the same meaning this verb has also acquired in Sauk
 Fox-Kickapoo, rather than the meaning 'breathe' that it has in every other
 Algonquian language. Reinforcing this is the fact that along with it, Potawatomi
 also borrowed the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo word for 'breathe', nemo (see table 7
 above), which is itself not found in any of the sister languages.
 Likewise, the Potawatomi form for 'my older brother', nsaze, is borrowed

 straight from SFK nesese-ha, with the word-final -e of the Potawatomi form
 matching the -e-ha diminutive ending of the SFK form. The Potawatomi form
 obviously matches SFK much more closely than the Ojibwe form nisayenh
 (nisaye and nisayenz in more northerly Ojibwe dialects, nisens in some Quebec
 Algonquin dialects).
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 Table 11. Potawatomi Loans Revealed by Glosses
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 7. Morphological borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo to Potawatomi.
 By this point, I have reviewed most of the borrowing among the Southern Great
 Lakes languages of which I am aware, including virtually all the borrowing not
 involving Potawatomi. Therefore, it is clear that Potawatomi has borrowed
 more than any other Southern Great Lakes language, approaching or perhaps
 surpassing the level of borrowing seen between Ojibwe and Cree. An obvious
 question presents itself here, namely, whether Potawatomi has been similarly
 influenced by Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo morphologically. One clear example is the
 Potawatomi aorist preverb e-, which is used with conjunct verbs in narratives
 very much like the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo aorist e-h-, as "a mark of a certain style,
 namely that of story-telling and the like, in contrast to statements made about
 what has happened, in reality, to the speaker" (Hockett 1948b:139).31

 An even more striking example of morphological borrowing from Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo is the Potawatomi conjunct negative. In the independent verb order,
 Potawatomi has a negative conjugation which is extremely similar to that of
 Ojibwe (Goddard 2006:173, 186), a suffix characterized by (fortis) s which ulti
 mately derives from an older Algonquian diminutive. This suffix, which I have
 elsewhere called the "s-negative" (Costa 2004, 2008:123), is also present in
 Miami-Illinois and Cheyenne, but is absent from all other Algonquian lan
 guages, including Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. However, in the Potawatomi conjunct
 order, the s-negative is absent, and is replaced by a preverb bwa-, which is clear
 ly borrowed from the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo preverb pwa-wi- used in the same
 function.32 Thus, compare Potawatomi e-gi-bwa-byat "he didn't come" (Hockett
 1948b:141) and Fox e-h-pwa-wi-nesaci 'and he didn't kill him' (see Bloomfield
 1927:204), which have both the aorist and negative preverbs.33

 8. Potawatomi borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo: caveats. One major
 objection could be made to some of the borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo into
 Potawatomi I described. My premise above is that since Potawatomi's closest
 genetic relative is Ojibwe, the default expectation is that Potawatomi should
 share lexical items with Ojibwe the majority of the time (as it in fact does). Thus,
 where Potawatomi is missing an Ojibwe form and the form found instead
 matches Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, I assume this indicates that Potawatomi has most
 likely ousted the inherited Ojibwean word in favor of a Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loan.

 However, an alternate explanation is also conceivable—namely, where the
 Ojibwe word is cognate with the Cree equivalent while Potawatomi has a differ
 ent form, Ojibwe may have ousted the old word and replaced it with a Cree loan.
 In such cases, the putative Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loan in Potawatomi would in fact
 be an old inherited Ojibwean word which has been retained in Potawatomi, but
 not in Ojibwe proper, as can be seen in table 12. For instance, the etymon for
 'horn' found in Potawatomi, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, Miami-Illinois, and Shawnee is
 clearly reconstructible to Proto-Algonquian.34 Thus, it might be better to assume
 that Ojibwe lost this word due to Cree influence, rather than that Potawatomi
 originally lacked it and later borrowed it from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo.
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 Table 12. Possible Ojibwe Borrowings from Cree
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 Likewise, Potawatoxni 'path, road' may be an inherited form as well, since it
 matches Proto-Algonquian *mye-wi, while the Ojibwe form, with the added final
 -feana 'path', looks to be modeled after the Cree form.
 However, some of the other examples in this table are not as easily

 attributed to Cree influence; for example, the Potawatomi, Shawnee, Kickapoo,
 and Miami-Illinois verb for 'camp' (see also table 7) is found only in the
 Southern Great Lakes languages, and so it is most likely to be a regionalism
 that was borrowed by Potawatomi and was never present in Ojibwe. Even more
 strikingly, the Potawatomi words for 'squash' and 'flint' are shared only by
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo and Shawnee (i.e., they do not appear even in Miami
 Illinois), and probably represent lexical innovations that were created at the
 level of the common ancestor of Shawnee and Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo and were later
 loaned into Potawatomi.

 Thus, although I am sure that at least some of the examples in table 12
 indeed involve Cree loans into Ojibwe, this factor will explain away only a small
 portion of the putative loans from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo to Potawatomi that I
 propose in this article. For most of the examples in tables 5-11, Potawatomi
 borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo seems overwhelmingly the most likely
 explanation.

 9. The origins of the Potawatomi loans from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. The
 obvious question to ask at this point is when and where Potawatomi borrowed
 these words and from which Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo dialect. The Potawatomi were
 originally in the northern half of the lower peninsula of Michigan, adjacent (or
 very near) to the Sauk, Mascouten, Fox, and Kickapoo. In the wake of the
 Iroquois Wars, the Potawatomi scattered and moved around as much as the
 other Great Lakes tribes, being exposed to all the other Algonquian tribes in the
 area at various times.

 In the earliest period, the Potawatomi are known to have been close to the
 Sauk, with whom they shared a border in Michigan, though this is, of course, no
 guarantee that all or most of the loans in Potawatomi come from Sauk. Addi
 tionally, at least some of the Potawatomi borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 must have taken place after the scattering of the different Potawatomi groups in
 the colonial period: some of the loans are found only in the speech of certain
 bands, while other bands retain the original words. Table 13 gives several
 examples of dialectally attested doublets in Potawatomi (all of them mentioned
 above), where one form is best explained as borrowed from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 and the other is explained as native.

 All Potawatomi sources agree on gazo for 'cat', except that Welcher (n.d.)
 gives the Wisconsin form mayos. For 'doe', Gailland and Gatschet agree on
 wgow, while Halpern's (1941) Wisconsin notes and Welcher have wnijan.
 For 'heron' Welcher has zgaw, while Gailland and Shepard have zagaw. For
 'nine', almost all sources agree on zak, except that Gailland has both zak and
 zaga. Hockett (1957:256) states that his speakers identified gmaya as "Forest
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 Potawatomi," while most other sources give only native gmawan. For 'someone',
 way a and waye are both found in Hockett's fieldnotes, while Buszard (2003:152)
 mentions both forms and points out that waye is a loan.

 Table 13. Native and Borrowed Doublets in Potawatomi

 Gloss  SFK  Borrowed  Native  Ojibwe

 Potawatomi  Potawatomi

 FORM  form

 'cat'  ka-so-ha  gazo  mayos  gaazag(ens)
 'doe'  oko(-)wa  wgow  wnijan  oniijaaniw
 'heron'  sakiwa  ZgdW  zagaw  zasagi
 'nine'  sa-ka  zaga  zak  zaang, zaangaswi
 'rain'  F/Sk kemiya-wi  gmaya  gmawan  gimiwan
 'someone'  awiye-ha  waye  waya  awiya

 Gloss SFK Borrowed Native Ojibwe
 POTAWATOMI POTAWATOMI

 FORM FORM

 'cat' ka-so-ha gazo mayos gaazag(ens)
 'doe' oko(-)wa wgow wnijan oniijaaniw
 'heron' sakiwa zgaw zagaw zasagi
 'nine' sa-ka zaga zak zaang, zaangaswi
 'rain' F/Sk kemiya-wi gmaya gmawan gimiwan
 'someone' awiye-ha waye waya awiya

 Since most of the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loans are attested in all dialects and
 all records of Potawatomi, it is likely that most of the Potawatomi borrowing
 from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo took place during the precontact period in Michigan,
 especially the borrowing of morphology and pronouns. However, the doublets in
 table 13 show that some of the borrowing is more recent—the fact that some
 Potawatomi dialects did not participate in the borrowing of certain Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo items while other dialects did implies that some of the Potawatomi
 dialects in question had already left Michigan when the terms were borrowed.
 Indeed, it is likely that some borrowing by Potawatomi from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 took place outside Michigan, perhaps in Wisconsin.

 Some borrowing into Potawatomi looks very recent. For example, Potawa
 tomi has two attested words for 'porcupine', gak and gduemi. The original Pota
 watomi form is obviously gak, since it has cognates in Ojibwe (gaag) and most of
 the rest of Algonquian (cf. Kickapoo ka-kwa, Munsee kà-kw) and reconstructs to
 Proto-Algonquian *ka-kwa. The alternate gdemi, which is found only in Welcher
 (n.d.), is borrowed from Menominee kete-mi-w 'porcupine',35 and must date to
 when the Potawatomi were living next to the Menominee in northern Wisconsin.
 The recentness of this loan is further emphasized by the fact that it is not even
 found in the notes of other recorders of Wisconsin Potawatomi (such as Hockett).

 It is extremely difficult to pinpoint the exact origin of the Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo loans in Potawatomi, since most of the putative Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 loans in Potawatomi could have equally well come from earlier forms of any of
 the three dialects. That said, there are some words that point to one dialect or
 another.

 There are at least three probable loans into Potawatomi that are only found
 in Kickapoo: 'spotted skunk', 'camp', and 'laugh' (see tables 5 and 7). Perhaps
 not too much should be read into this, as it is possible that these words were
 once present in Sauk and Fox, but either were never recorded, or simply were
 obsolete by the twentieth century.
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 In any case, there are several loans in Potawatomi that clearly cannot be
 from Kickapoo, since they do not match the forms in that language; among these
 are 'horse' (table 6) and 'ant' (table 10). The oldest attested form of Potawatomi
 'horse' (negadoskasa) is a much better match for Sauk and Fox nekatoskasa-ha
 than it is for Kickapoo neekotikaseeha. Potawatomi angono ~ angwanos 'ant'
 matches Sauk and Fox better than the archaic Kickapoo eenikwa, which lacks
 the irregular diminutive ending shared by Sauk and Fox.
 Moreover, some loans in Potawatomi represent completely different etyma

 from those attested in Kickapoo; examples of this are 'fawn' (table 6), 'mule,
 donkey' (table 10), and 'it rains' (table 10). For example, Potawatomi 'fawn',
 gedgane, matches Sauk and Fox ke takene ha, but not Kickapoo apeeOiiha.
 'Donkey' does not match Kickapoo keekaanoseeha, but it exactly matches the
 Fox and Sauk forms. Similarly, Forest Band Potawatomi 'rain' does not match
 Kickapoo (w)eepenaanwi, but it is again cognate with the Fox and Sauk forms.
 Of course, when a Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loan into Potawatomi is only attested

 in Fox, this means little, since that dialect is so much more extensively docu
 mented than Sauk and Kickapoo. However, some Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo loans into
 Potawatomi do look to be from either Fox or Sauk specifically. The two attested
 variants of Potawatomi 'antelope' (table 8) match the two alternates found for
 this word found in Sauk, though it is possible that both variants formerly
 existed in Fox and Kickapoo. Similarly, at least two loanwords in Potawatomi
 look to be from Fox and not Sauk or Kickapoo. Potawatomi 'grandchild', nossame
 (table 10), takes its ending -ame from the Fox alternate no-siseme-ha, which is
 not attested in Sauk or Kickapoo, and the Potawatomi variant mamakse for
 'donkey' (table 10) must come from Fox, since only the Fox form shows first
 syllable reduplicative a-. However, the Potawatomi word for 'cannibal giant'
 (table 6) must be from either Sauk or Kickapoo, as the required form is not found
 in Fox.

 All in all, the linguistic evidence for which Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo dialect con
 tributed most of Potawatomi's loans is extremely ambiguous, with Fox and Sauk
 being more or less equally good candidates, and with some evidence indicating
 that Kickapoo is a less likely candidate. It is entirely possible that Potawatomi
 simply borrowed the words from different groups over the years. It is also possi
 ble that some of the loans came from the Mascouten, who were directly south of
 the Potawatomi in the protohistoric period, and who almost certainly spoke a
 dialect of the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo group, yet one which is virtually undocu
 mented (though see Goddard 2003b). Or another possible scenario is that most of
 the loanwords were borrowed by Potawatomi so early on that the Sauk, Fox,
 Kickapoo, and Mascouten dialects had not differentiated yet. Given the lack of
 deep lexical documentation of Sauk and Kickapoo, and the fact that none of
 these languages are documented at all before the nineteenth century, it is
 basically impossible to say with confidence exactly where most of the loanwords
 came from.
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 10. Conclusions. In summary, borrowing among the Southern Great Lakes
 languages was extensive, with certain patterns emerging. First, the Potawatomi
 borrowed very heavily from groups speaking Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo. Most of these
 loans are found in all dialects and records of Potawatomi, so most of this borrow
 ing probably happened in the precontact period when the Potawatomi were still
 in their original Michigan homeland.

 In turn, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo groups borrowed several words from Miami
 Illinois, with Kickapoo apparently borrowing the most. Several of the borrowed
 items are for items of great cultural or ceremonial significance, indicating close
 contact. Moreover, the Fox and Sauk also borrowed their words for 'horse' from
 Illinois, implying that they first got horses from groups speaking Miami-Illinois.
 Most of this borrowing probably happened in the protohistoric period when the
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo were directly north of Miami-Illinois groups in Indiana, the
 southern edge of Michigan, and western Ohio. (Moreover, there is evidence for
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo borrowing from Ojibwe in the postcontact period, though I
 do not systematically investigate this here.) While there are several Miami
 Illinois loans in Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, there are far fewer loans in the other direc
 tion, which would suggest that bilingualism between the Miami-Illinois and the
 Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo was asymmetrical, with the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo learning
 Miami-Illinois more often than the reverse.

 For whatever reason, Miami-Illinois seems to have borrowed from its neigh
 boring Algonquian langauges much less, with most such borrowing consisting of
 very recent loans from Kickapoo. However, among the languages examined here,
 Miami-Illinois seems to have borrowed more from non-Algonquian groups than
 any other Southern Great Lakes language has, specifically from Siouan lan
 guages. For example, a large number of names for tribes are borrowed from
 Siouan languages, including even the Miami-Illinois name for the Potawatomi
 (Costa 2000:42-43), and the Tutelo word for 'eight' was borrowed into the lan
 guage early on (see Rankin 1985). This is presumably because in the original
 location of Miami-Illinois, all its Algonquian neighbors were to the north and
 east, and only non-Algonquian languages were spoken to the south and west.

 The Shawnee, being geographically separated from the other Southern
 Great Lakes Algonquian groups, borrowed little from them, but did serve as a
 source of new vocabulary for others, such as the Kickapoo. Additionally, there is
 evidence for mutual influence between Unami Delaware and Shawnee, probably
 dating to contact between these two groups in Pennsylvania, as well as a little
 Delaware influence on Miami, probably from when the Delaware were passing
 westward through Ohio and Indiana.

 Several patterns of borrowing in Algonquian are not addressed in this
 article, and would require much more extensive research before any kind of
 definitive statement could be made about them. For example, there is evidence
 for considerable Menominee borrowing from both Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo and Ojib
 we. However, since there is no evidence that the Menominee were ever located
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 anywhere other than Wisconsin, their borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo
 presumably took place relatively late, after the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo-speaking
 groups had relocated to Wisconsin due to the Iroquois Wars. On the other hand,
 Menominee has very recently loaned words to Potawatomi, since some speakers
 of Wisconsin Potawatomi have at least borrowed the Menominee word for 'por
 cupine' (see section 8).
 Finally, any truly definitive discussion of borrowing among the Great Lakes

 languages would have to address the massive borrowing that has taken place
 between Ojibwe and Cree—not only sorting out which words and morphology
 were borrowed, and in which direction, but when this borrowing took place, and
 whether any Cree influence later seeped out to Potawatomi or any of Ojibwe's
 neighbors. Hopefully, further work will flesh out our understanding of the
 borrowing patterns of the the Great Lakes languages in general, and what they
 can tell us about the relationships among the Great Lakes Algonquian groups.

 Notes

 Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Ives Goddard, John Nichols, Gordon
 Whittaker, and an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments and data, and Laura
 Welcher for kindly sharing a draft of her Potawatomi dictionary.

 Transcription. Fox and Sauk are transcribed in the same system that is used by
 Goddard (1994a), in which vowel length is marked with a raised dot, although I trans
 cribe the interdental fricative of Sauk as 6. Kickapoo forms are transcribed in the same
 system used by Voorhis (1988). Shawnee and Miami-Illinois forms are transcribed in the
 same orthographies used by Costa (2001, 2003); in Shawnee, the sibilant is written as s
 and the glottal stop as h. Ojibwe forms are adapted from the practical orthography used
 by Nichols and Nyholm (1995) and Rhodes (1985); long vowels are indicated by doubling,
 fortis obstruents are written as voiceless, and lenis consonants are written as voiced, but
 (sh) of the practical orthography is here written as s, (zh) as z, (ch) as c, and glottal stop (')
 as ?. Potawatomi forms are written following essentially the same principles that are
 used here for Ojibwe, but additionally the long mid front vowel is written e, and schwa is
 written as a.

 Abbreviations. In this article, the following grammatical abbreviations are used:
 AI = animate intransitive; excl. = exclusive; II = inanimate intransitive; incl. = inclusive;
 pi. = plural; sg. = singular.

 Language abbreviations include: Al= the Algonquin dialect of Ojibwe; M-I = Miami
 Illinois; F = Fox; iL = Illinois; K = Kickapoo; Qj = Ojibwe; Ot = Ottawa; PA = Proto
 Algonquian; PC = Plains Cree; Pr= Potawatomi; SC = Swampy Cree; SFK = Sauk-Fox
 Kickapoo; Sk = Sauk. Unlabeled forms in columns labeled "Fox and Sauk," "SFK," or
 "Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo" are Fox (Meskwaki). Sauk or Kickapoo forms are not normally
 given unless they are unpredictably different from the Fox forms, or unless corres
 ponding Fox forms are unattested.

 Source abbreviations for cited data are as follows: D = Jacob Dunn's (n.d. a, n.d. b)
 Miami-Illinois notes; Gd = personal communications from Ives Goddard (from 2008 on);
 Gr = Gravier's (n.d.) dictionary of Illinois; Gt = Albert Gatschet's (n.d., 1895a, 1895b)
 Miami-Illinois notes; Hk = Heckewelder's (n.d.) Miami wordlist; LB = LeBoullenger's
 French-Illinois dictionary (n.d.); Mc = Truman Michelson's (1916) Peoria notes; Mi/H =
 Hockett's (1985) Miami notes; P = Pinet's French-Illinois dictionary (n.d.); P/H =
 Hockett's (1985) Peoria notes; Tr = Trowbridge's (1824-25) Miami notes; V = Volney's
 Miami notes; and WP = Wea Primer (Anonymous 1837)
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 1. There is also significant borrowing from French among the central Algonquian
 languages. I do not attempt to systematically document borrowing from French in this
 article, though I discuss it when it is relevant.

 2. Unless otherwise indicated, forms from the various Algonquian languages are
 taken from the following sources: Fox: Goddard (1994a); Kickapoo: Voorhis (1988);
 Menominee: Bloomfield (1975); Munsee: O'Meara (1996); Ojibwe: Nichols and Nyholm
 (1995); Plains Cree: Wolvengrey (2001); Potawatomi: Welcher (n.d.); Sauk: Whittaker
 (2005); and Shawnee: Voegelin (1938-40).

 3. Another striking morphological innovation shared only by Ojibwe and Potawatomi
 is the allomorph -isi- (underlying -asa- in Potawatomi) of the theme 3 (first person
 object) marker in imperatives (see Hockett 1948b: 147). Additionally, Potawatomi shares
 with Ojibwe a formal pejorative ending -s on nouns (Hockett 1948a:70-71), which is
 absent from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, Miami-Illinois, and Shawnee.

 4- Or, in Gravier's original, "qui rit haut, qui badine toujours, tousse p[ou]r apeler
 secrètement." This definition of (papangam8ita) probably refers to the fox's status as a
 trickster in Miami-Illinois culture.

 5. These forms may or may not be cognate with Menominee ape-hsos 'deer'.
 6. Other attested Fox forms are kato-kase-ha, kato-kasa-ha, kato-skase-ha,

 kato - skasa ■ ha, and ne ■ koto • skase • ha (Gd).

 7. Tr (neekoteekôshee), Hk (negattigasha), Gt (nekatikâ'sha).
 8. The Menominee word for 'horse', pe-sekokasiw, must be borrowed from Ojibwe,

 since Menominee otherwise lacks this initial for 'one'. The Algonquianist terms "initial"
 and "final" are used in this article to designate classes of bound morphemes that appear
 in initial or final position in stem structure, respectively (see also Goddard 1990).

 9. As proof of this, note Fox nepacika-waciwa 'he has cold feet', where the -aci 'by
 cold' final is already present (the second instance of -aci-; the -ka-(w)- medial means
 'foot') and there is no way for it to appear twice on the same verb as an independent
 morpheme. Hence, the first sequence of -aci- in the stem must be part of the initial.

 10. For example, note ahseninteehsa — ahseninteehsi 'little stone, pebble' (Gr
 (assenintessi), Gt (sänindässa), D (sänindässi)), the diminutive of ahsena ~ ahseni
 'stone' or kwiiyonteehsa (Gr obviative pi. (c8i8ntessahe), LB (c8i8ntessa), Tr
 (kweeyôôndas), D (kwiondä'ssa)), the diminutive of kwiiwa 'young man, adult boy' (Gr
 (c8i8a), LB (c8i8o), Hk (quiwa), Gt (kwîwa), D (kwéwa».

 11. The native Miami-Illinois form of this word is wiihsakacaakwa (Costa 2003:152).
 12. The longer Kickapoo form is transcribed as (musheemauneethä) by Trowbridge

 (1939:68). The element mesi- is a prenoun meaning 'big'.
 13- gici- is em Ojibwe prenoun meaning 'big', while mookomaan is the normal Ojibwe

 word for 'knife'.

 14. These Kickapoo and Fox forms, as well as Miami-Illinois maalhsi and Shawnee
 maanehdi, all derive regularly from PA * ma-(n)8ehsi 'flint, flint knife, scraper' (see
 Goddard 1973:5).

 15. Note Shea's (2005) transcription for 'knife', (marissa) (probably a plural), and
 Hockett's (1938b) Peoria transcription (maîllihsi).

 16. This noun is tekohsiya in all modern records, except for the stray form laa
 mehtekohsiye 'among the white people' in Voegelin's (n.d.) fieldnotes. Shawnee (meh)te
 kohsiya is not attested by Trowbridge (1939), but was recorded by Thomas Ridout in the
 early nineteenth century as (metticoseeah) 'a white man or Englishman' (Edgar 1891:
 377). The Shawnee word for 'Frenchman' in all sources is tooti.

 17. Voorhis (1988) £md Trowbridge (1939) attest only eemehtikoosiiha (cf. Trow
 bridge's (ametaakoasheehâû», but in Hockett's (1938a) Kickapoo fieldnotes he gives the
 forms we-mehtiko-si-ha and me-mehtiko-si-ha.
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 18. In addition to the above forms, note also Miami-Illinois meehtikoosia, Ojibwe
 wemitigoozi, Potawatomi wemtagozi, and Cree we- mistiko-siw.
 19. Cf. Menominee me?teko-s 'dugout canoe'. Menominee we-mehteko-sew 'French

 man' is shown to be a loanword (presumably from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo or Ojibwe) by its
 ht cluster in place of etymologically expected ?t.
 20. Sibilants (s and 6) are not preaspirated in modern Kickapoo, though Gathercole

 (1983:75) has shown that they must have been preaspirated in an earlier stage of the
 language, as they still are in Fox.
 21. The Kickapoo form is phonemicized from Tee Beleele (1988:6) (mahsh-keetekwa),

 the Sauk form is from Whittaker (2005), and the Potawatomi is from Gailland (n.d.)
 (kokôtinî) and Bourassa (I843) (ko-ko-dne). The Fox, Sauk, and Potawatomi forms are
 borrowed from Mississippi Valley French cocodri (McDermott 1941:53).
 22. I am informed by Ray Whritenour (p.c. 2013) that in an eighteenth-century

 manuscript from the Gnadenhütten mission in Pennsylvania, David Zeisberger recorded
 a Delaware form (skechteek) 'Crocodill', with a plural (skechtequak). This form, probably
 from the Northern Unami dialect, appears to represent a more conservative form of the
 loanword, preserving Shawnee final kw. The presence of this word in Zeisberger's
 materials shows that the Delaware borrowed the word for 'alligator' when they were still
 in eastern Pennsylvania, and not later in Oklahoma.
 23. These Delaware forms are in turn borrowed from Dutch; see Goddard (1974:157)
 24. While the Munsee word is borrowed from Dutch, the Ojibwe, Fox, and Miami

 Illinois terms (as well as Menominee ko-hko-s) ultimately derive from a northern French
 dialect (see Goddard 1974:155). It is likely that the original borrowing from French was
 by Ojibwe, and that the Miami-Illinois, Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo, and Menominee forms were
 in turn borrowed from Ojibwe.
 25. For original Miami forms, note Gt (kikâya), (kikayû'ngi), and D (ki'kaya),

 (kikayüngi). A plural noun (kikaiâkï» kiihkayaki 'people of the Fort Wayne band of
 Miamis' also appears in Dunn's fieldnotes. No Miami-Illinois source marks the pre
 aspiration on the k in this word, though it is inferred from the Munsee form.
 26. Certain Northern and Severn Ojibwe dialects that have been heavily influenced

 by Cree have replaced nenabozo with the loan wiisakejaak; for example, see Sugarhead
 (1996:148).
 27. Gailland (n.d.) writes this as (nükitoch'kichä). The (ü) in the first syllable of

 Gailland's form is unexplained, though he seems always to transcribe it with this vowel.
 28. Bourassa (1843) writes this as (na gdo kihzha).
 29. For the etymology of the Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo and Shawnee word, see Goddard

 (2001:203). For the Proto-Algonquian form 'nekikwa, cf. also Narragansett (nkèke).
 30. The nn sequence in this ending is unexplained, though Hockett is consistent in

 writing it thus. Gailland regularly writes this ending in such a way as to imply phonemic
 -omadana.

 31. Hockett (1948b:139) calls this the "narrative" marker. This parallelism between
 Potawatomi and Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo was first pointed out by Buszard (2003:86).

 32. For Fox, see Bloomfield (1927:204), and for Kickapoo see Voorhis (1974:118-19)
 This preverb is pronounced pâi- in modern Kickapoo, and as pa-wi- or casual pai- by
 current speakers of Fox (Goddard 1991:174). The Shawnee negative conjunct preverb
 pwaa- is used the same way as well (see Costa 2002:131-32), so this preverb probably
 constitutes an innovation of the common ancestor of Shawnee and Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo.

 33. Another morphological borrowing from Sauk-Fox-Kickapoo into Potawatomi is
 for the transitive animate conjunct ending for first person singular acting on second
 person plural: this ending is underlying -anago (with an alternate -ananago) in Potawa
 tomi (Hockett 1948b: 147-48), which matches Fox -enako-we but not Ojibwe -inagog. The
 fact that Fox -enako- we (and Shawnee -elako) is an innovation and Ojibwe -inagog the
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 228 Anthropological Linguistics 55 no. 3

 older form is confirmed by Miami-Illinois -elak(ak)oki, Menominee -enakok and Cree
 -itakok.

 34- PA *wi-wi-6a 'his horn, antler'; cf. Massachusett (weween), Western Abenaki
 awiwil, and Cheyenne vévéstse.

 35.1 thank Ives Goddard (p.c. 2010) for bringing this form to my attention.
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